


the center of the floor. There the yoke eight 1%-inch pulleys, evenly spaced. 
is mounted in a ball bearing, causing it On one pulley bolt a 10-inch wheel is 
to rotate. with the dome when it is fastened. Turning this wheel by hand 
turned. rotates the dome. The pulleys roll on 

The dome section has an iron band a quarter-inch gas pipe that is bent in 
around the bottom to which are bolted a circle and nailed to the top of the 
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PAR'MALLY COMPLETED obaervcrtory show- DOME is finished with a half-inch thick 
ing 2x4 framework and skeleton for dome. coal of cement. Telescope is a Newtonian. 
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framework which holds the dome. 
The platform or floor was constructed 

by nailing 2x4's, spaced about one foot 
apart, on the reinforced garage roof. On 
this foundation were nailed one-inch 

{floor boards, laid across the 2x4's, to 
make an eight-foot floor space. 

With a piece of white chalk tied to 
the end of a piece of string, 42 inches 
long, an 84-inch circle was drawn., This 
circle was used as a sort of template, 
marking where the 2x4 uprights were 
placed and nailed. 

The quarter-inch gas pipe was then 
nailed to the center of the framework, 
as shown in the drawing. This track 
should be centered on the 2x4's so that 
the dome will rotate easily on its eight 
pulleys. 

Dome Construction 
Two-inch steel or iron strips, %-inch 

thick and shaped to a circle, were bolted 
together about 12 inches apart, bent to 
a quarter-circle and in turn fastened to 
the top plate. 

After the dome framework was fin- 
ished, NO. 18 wire was wound around 
each strip, all the way around the dome, 
spaced about ten inches apart. This 
strengthened the framework and also 
helped make the paper under the metal 
lath lie flat. 

Small pieces [Continued on page 191) 
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